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Sustainable Fitch-London-03 July 2024: Sustainable Fitch af�rmed Amprion

GmbH's ESG Entity Rating at '2', and increased its ESG entity score to 76 from 70.

This increase re�ects Amprion's improved ESG performance, and the bene�cial

environmental and social contributions of Amprion's electricity transmission

activities.

Amprion’s increased ESG entity score is primarily due to its estimated average

annual growth of around 8% in renewable energy capacity linked to its grid

during the past three years. This increase is consistent with its extensive

investments, shown by the projected allocation of EUR27.5 billion towards grid

expansion and modernisation between 2024 and 2028.

Amprion’s six green bond issuances were all af�rmed or assigned ESG Framework

Ratings of '2'. We increased the ESG framework score for the two previously

analysed bonds (ISINs DE000A30VPM1 and DE000A30VPL3) to 84 from 79.

This increase is attributed to the increased transparency following publication of

Amprion’s 2022 green investor report.

The latest green bond offerings from Amprion (ISINs DE000A3514F3,

DE000A3514E6, DE000A383BQ4 and DE000A383BP6), issued in September

2023 and May 2024, have been assigned marginally lower ESG framework scores

of 83. This is because allocation information is not yet available for these

issuances.

We considered Amprion’s environmental pro�le to be good. Amprion is

comprehensive in its GHG emissions disclosure, supporting this outcome. It has

comprehensive initiatives to mitigate the potential negative environmental

impacts of its operations.
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Increases in the use of certain natural resources within the analysed timeframe

limited the environmental pro�le rating, though increases are to be expected

during expansion of grid systems to facilitate a low-carbon economy.

Amprion’s approach to human and labour rights met market best practices and

supported its good social pro�le. The social pro�le was limited by the gender

diversity and type of gender pay gap disclosure. All other areas supported the

good rating of the social pro�le.

We deemed Amprion to have a good governance pro�le, underpinned by an

incident-free record of �nancial reporting and taxation management. This

re�ects adequate risk management, which we also deemed as good. The board

diversity and the unclear degree of independence within the supervisory board

were constraining factors for the governance pro�le.

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT SUSTAINABLE FITCH RATINGS AND

OTHER PRODUCTS

Sustainable Fitch's ESG Ratings offer a global solution to assess Environmental,

Social and Governance performance of all asset classes at an entity, framework

and instrument level, helping the ESG �nancial community make better, informed

decisions. It has developed a modular analysis framework, enabling it to provide a

Second Party Opinion (SPO) and a monitored suite of ESG Ratings including

Entity Rating, Framework Rating and Instrument Rating.

ESG Ratings indicate an entity’s performance, commitment, and integration of

environmental and social considerations into its business, strategy and

management, and the effectiveness of governance. The ratings are provided on a

scale of ‘1’ to ‘5’, with ‘1’ being the best and ‘5’ the worst.
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A Sustainable Fitch ESG Score or Rating (either such output being an “ESG

Product”) is an assessment of the Environmental, Social and Governance (“E”, “S”

and “G”) qualities of �nancial instruments, Green, Social and Sustainability (GSS)

frameworks and/or entities. An ESG Product is not a credit rating. ESG Products

are provided by Sustainable Fitch, a separate division of Fitch Group. Sustainable

Fitch has established certain policies and procedures intended to avoid creating

con�icts of interest and compromising the independence or integrity of Fitch

Ratings’ credit rating activities and Sustainable Fitch’s ESG Product generation

activities. For a description of the methodology, limitations and disclaimers

relating to Sustainable Fitch’s ESG Products, please use this link:

www.sustainable�tch.com.

Please note that individuals identi�ed in an ESG Product report are not

responsible for the opinions stated therein and are named for contact purposes

only. A report regarding an ESG Product is neither a prospectus nor a substitute

for the information assembled, veri�ed and presented to investors by the issuer

and its agents in connection with the sale of �nancial instruments and securities.

ESG Products are not considered investment advice and they are not and should

not be considered as a replacement of any person’s own assessment of the ESG

factors related to a �nancial instrument or an entity. [Sustainable Fitch] does not

represent, warrant or guarantee that an ESG Product will ful�l any of your or any

other person’s particular purposes or needs. Sustainable Fitch does not

recommend the purchase or sale of �nancial instruments or securities or give

investment advice or provide any legal, auditing, accounting, appraisal or

actuarial services. ESG Products are not an opinion as to the value of �nancial

instruments or securities. Sustainable Fitch does not audit or verify the accuracy

of the information provided to it by any third party for the purpose of issuing an

ESG Product, including without limitation issuers, their representatives,

accountants and legal advisors and others. Sustainable Fitch does not represent,

warrant or guarantee the accuracy, correctness, integrity, completeness or
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timeliness of any part of the ESG Product. The information in an ESG Product

report is provided "as is" without any representation or warranty of any kind, and

Sustainable Fitch does not represent or warrant that the report or any of its

contents will meet any of the requirements of a recipient of the report.

Sustainable Fitch receives fees from entities and other market participants who

request ESG Products in relation to the analysis conducted to assign an ESG

Product to a given �nancial instrument and/or entity. The assignment,

publication, or dissemination of an ESG Product by Sustainable Fitch shall not

constitute a consent by Sustainable Fitch to use its name as an expert in

connection with any registration statement �led under the United States

securities laws, the Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 of the United

Kingdom, or the securities laws of any particular jurisdiction.

ESG Products offered to clients in Australia. ESG Products in Australia are

available only to wholesale clients (as de�ned in section761G of the Corporations

Act (Cth) (the “Act”)) in Australia. Information related to ESG Products published

by Sustainable Fitch is not intended to be used by persons who are retail clients

within the meaning of the Act (“Retail Clients”) in Australia. No one shall

distribute, disclose or make references to any information related to ESG

Products in a manner which is intended to (or could reasonably be regarded as

being intended to) in�uence a Retail Client in making a decision in relation to a

particular �nancial product (as de�ned in the Act) or class of �nancial products,

unless required to do so by law to meet continuous disclosure obligations. No one

shall make reference to any ESG Product information in any publication,

promotional material, disclosure document, correspondence, website, or any

other venue that may be accessed by clients and investors who are Retail Clients

in Australia (except in the circumstances as permitted by law).
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